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The Music

Bridges, whether physical or metaphorical, are first and foremost connections: bringing together people on two sides of a river, two sides of an issue, or differing political
or religious views. The bridges invoked on this disc are a series of personal and musical
connections between five composers that lead from the 19th-century piano virtuoso
Chopin to 20th-century tango master Piazzolla—links from mentor to student through
five generations: Chopin – Mathias – Williams – Ginastera – Piazzolla.
Rosa Antonelli described the origins of this concept: “It all started at my last
concert at Carnegie Hall when Susan Bush, president of Albany Records, who was in
the audience, came backstage after the recital and said, ‘When you played Chopin as
an encore, I heard Piazzolla’s music—it’s all romantic!’ I heard similar comments from
others in the audience, and I’ve felt the same for many years.”
The program begins in 19th-century France with romantic works by Chopin and
his student Mathias, and concludes with works by Argentina’s great 20th-century
composer Ginastera, and his student Piazzolla. The keystone of this arch is Alberto
Williams, one of the founders of Argentine classical music at the turn of the 20th
century. Williams traveled to Paris as a young man, training with Mathias, and had a
profound influence on the next generation of Argentine composers, including Ginastera.
Chopin and Piazzolla might seem to be from two different musical worlds, but listening
to this collection as a set, you will be struck by the connections across the generations
as two gradual evolutions take place. The first of these is the evolution of style from
Chopin’s romanticism through Ginastera’s aggressive modernism, to the more eclectic
music of Piazzolla. The second is the gradually more confident adoption of Argentine
idioms through the works of Williams, Ginastera, and Piazzolla. There is also a sense
in this repertoire of coming full circle: Piazzolla works like Oblivion and La Partida are
every bit as “romantic” in conception (if not in musical style) as a Chopin nocturne.
All five composers were immigrants, literally and/or musically, so underlying the
repertoire on this disc is the free exchange of ideas that come from travel and immigra-
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tion. As Ms. Antonelli put it: “Chopin, born in Poland, moved to Paris in a day when
people were free to live wherever their hearts led them, and Piazzolla, whose family
came from Italy to Argentina (as did my family) lived important parts of his life in Paris
and New York. There is no place that is ‘good’ or ‘bad.’ There are only human beings,
and when we create art, we all do it together, building bridges across borders. There
is just one universe, and we all have our part of it. Music and humanity and art and
love are all parts of the same universal spirit.”
This program has been selected by Antonelli, a pianist who has championed
repertoire from Latin America, particularly from her homeland of Argentina—often
resurrecting little-known jewels. As on her previous Albany release (Abrazando - Latin
Embrace, 2015), several of these works are recorded for the first time, or—in the case
of two Piazzolla works—recorded for the first time as solo piano pieces.
FRÉDÉRIC CHOPIN (1810-1849)
Nocturne No.20 in C-sharp minor, Op. Posth. | Nocturne No. 14 in F-sharp minor,
Op. 48, No. 2 | Waltz in G-flat Major, Op. 70, No. 1
The Polish virtuoso Chopin enjoyed some early success in his homeland before
embarking on a European tour at age 20. He started in Vienna and after performing
in several countries he decided to settle in Paris in 1832, where he also enjoyed great
success as a piano teacher. Chopin performed only a few times each year, usually
in the intimate setting of Parisian salóns and invitation-only gatherings in his own
apartment—venues perfectly suited to his often introspective and subtle piano works.
Chopin did not invent the piano nocturne, a genre evoking a quiet nighttime
mood in a single movement, but it was Chopin’s 21 nocturnes that refined the form,
and which were most widely emulated by later composers. This disc begins with his
Nocturne No. 20. Though was not published until well after his death, No. 20 is in
fact one of his earliest essays in the form, composed in around 1830. Its main section
features a serious melody that springs out of a solemn six-note motive at the opening.
The contrasting middle section is a brighter, major-key idea. No. 14 is the second of
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two nocturnes published in 1842 as his Op. 48, with a dedication to his student Laure
Duperré. Its main section is uncharacteristically agitated, with a sometimes chromatic
theme played above unexpected shifts in harmony. The sober middle episode proceeds
from a series of broad chords and melodic flourishes, and in the restatement of the
main idea there is an emotional break in the texture before the piece ends with quiet
trills and a striking flourish.
The waltz took Europe by storm in the early 19th century, and Chopin was one of
many composers who adapted the form. The G-flat Major waltz that concludes this set
was composed between 1829-32, and was published posthumously. Its outer sections
have a swirling, wide-ranging melody, while its middle is calmer and more reserved.
GEORGES MATHIAS (1826-1910)
Romance Sans Paroles, Op. 18, No. 4 | Caprice-Valse, Op. 38, No. 1
Mathias, born in Paris to a family of German and Polish immigrants, trained at the
Paris Conservatoire, but also took private lessons from Chopin for five years. Chopin’s
music would remain the strongest influence on his compositions. Decades later, in a
memoir published after his death, he said that Chopin was “so sensitively organized
that, like the X-rays, he saw a thousand things where others see only one.” Mathias
had a successful career as a soloist, and was a prolific composer, but his broadest influence was as a teacher—he spent over 30 years as a piano teacher at the
Conservatoire, where he attracted an international group of students from Europe and
the Americas, including two notable South American musicians: the Venezuelan phenomenon Teresa Carreño and Argentine pianist-composer Alberto Williams.
In the 1850s Mathias published a set of Romances Sans Paroles, Op.18 (Songs
Without Words). Like the nocturne, this genre seems to have its roots in the music of
Englishman John Field, though the form was refined by Mendelssohn in the 1830s.
The Romance Op. 18, No. 4 by Mathias clearly bears the imprint of Chopin’s lyrical
style. It has a simple three-part form, with statements of a main idea surrounding a
slightly more melancholy middle section, before ending with a sentimental postlude.
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The Caprice-Valse, Op.38 was one of three Morceaux de Concert Mathias published
in about 1865. This is an extended series of musical sections that have a family
resemblance to Chopin’s waltzes, though Mathias introduces rather gentle chromaticism, and some adventuresome modulations in the middle of the piece, before returning to a few main ideas at the end.
ALBERTO WILLIAMS (1862-1952)
Valse, Op. 29, No. 3 | Novellette, Op. 8 | Huella, Op. 46, No. 1
A leading musical figure in Argentina for over 50 years, composer and educator Alberto
Williams had a deep and lasting influence on Argentine classical music. As a teenager,
he won a scholarship to the Paris Conservatoire, where he studied piano with Georges
Mathias, and composition with César Franck. After returning home in 1889, Williams
began to travel widely in Argentina, studying the country’s folk music and incorporating
those styles into his own compositions. Williams founded Argentina’s first Europeanstyle conservatory in 1893, a school which still bears his name today.
Williams published well over 100 works for solo piano, and the three pieces
included here reflect three distinctly different sides of his piano writing. The wistful
and simple Valse (Waltz) is drawn from a set of pieces for young players Williams
published in 1891. The Novellette, Op. 8 was published in 1886, while he was still
a student in Paris, with a dedication “to my teacher Georges Mathias.” Very much a
piece of French romantic music, Novellette has a sprawling three part-form, with the
outer sections based upon a forceful motive heard in opening bars. The more sentimental inner panel explores a pair of more lyrical ideas. The Huella, from his 1904 Songs
of the Pampas, Op. 46, reflects his more nationalistic style—it is one of several pieces
based upon this folk form native to far western Argentina, on the edge of the Andes. In
his Huella, Op.46, No.1 he refers to the form in two alternating sections of music, one
pounding out the characteristic 6/8 rhythm of the folk huella, and a second featuring
a more gentle alternation of duple and triple meter.
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ALBERTO GINASTERA (1916-1983)
Excerpts from the ballet Estancia | Excerpts from American Preludes | Milonga
Ginastera’s best-known work is certainly the 1942 ballet Estancia, set on a cattle
ranch on the pampas, worked by gauchos (cowboys). In 1958, Ginastera published
a piano reduction of the full ballet score, three movements of which are heard here.
Warm and sensuous, the Danza del Trigo (Wheat Dance) is from the “morning” section of the ballet, a scene of peasants moving out into the fields to begin the harvest.
The passionate Idilio Crepuscular (Twilight Idyll) accompanies a romantic evening
interlude between a young gaucho and his lover. In the Danza Final o Pequeña Danza,
Ginastera used a folk dance, the Malambo. His version of this rough dance, a test
of agility and machismo among the gauchos, becomes ever more frenzied until an
exhausted man collapses at the end.
Alberto Ginastera was arguably Argentina’s most important 20th-century composer, and certainly the first Argentine whose music was known worldwide. He was
born in Buenos Aires to parents who immigrated from Catalonia and Italy, and trained
at the conservatory under Williams. After the second world war, Ginastera spent two
years in the United States, where he worked closely with Aaron Copland. On returning
to Argentina in 1947, he spent most of the next two decades as a teacher, becoming
a primary influence on the next generation of young Argentine composers. Ginastera’s
style developed considerably over the course of his long career, but many of his works,
particularly his early music, are tied closely to the culture and sound of Argentine life.
In 1944, he completed his Twelve American Preludes, written for the Argentine
pianist Raúl Spivak. These are tightly-disciplined and concentrated little works
exploring various compositional textures, or paying tribute to other musicians whom
Ginastera admired. Six of them are heard here, beginning with Triste (Sadness), which
projects a questing quality in its open harmonies. The title of Vidala refers to a traditional Argentine song form, here played out in sharply dissonant harmony. The aggressive texture of Homenaje a Roberto García Morillo pays tribute to one of Ginastera’s
Argentine colleagues, who was a prominent composer and music critic. The Pastorale
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combines two distinct tonalities as a simple two-chord ostinato carries throughout.
Ginastera marked the Homenaje a Juan José Castro “tempo di tango,” a surprisingly
rare reference to Argentina’s most famous dance in his works. This thoughtful piece
honors another composer, one of Argentina’s first conductors to have a truly international career. This set concludes with the Danza Criolla (Creole Dance), a ferocious
piece with shifting cross-rhythms.
Ginastera’s 1948 Milonga is inspired by one of the popular song forms of
Argentina. Milongas, in syncopated duple meter, often have improvised lyrics, telling
stories, most often tragic. In his version, Ginastera places the typical rhythm of the
milonga in the left hand throughout, and though it begins in a melancholy minor key,
the piece ends in a brighter mood.
ASTOR PIAZZOLLA (1921-1992)
Balada para un Loco (tango) | Oblivion (slow tango) | La Partida (zamba canción) |
Yo Soy el Negro (candombe)
Born near Buenos Aires, to Italian immigrant parents, Astor Piazzolla and his family
moved to New York City when he was four years old, and he spent his childhood there.
It was in New York that he learned to play the bandonéon—the large button accordion that is the lead instrument of the tango orquesta típica. (The tango is of course
Argentina’s national dance, a passionate couple’s dance—seduction set to dramatic
and syncopated music). When Piazzolla returned to Argentina in 1936 he quickly
became a tango star, playing in the best orquestas in the country, and eventually
forming his own group. At the same time, he studied classical composition and orchestration for five years with Ginastera. In 1953, on the strength of his Buenos Aires
Symphony, Piazzolla won a grant to study with the famed teacher Nadia Boulanger in
Paris. Boulanger was apparently unimpressed with his modernist classical works, but
was enthusiastic when he finally played one of his tangos. He credited her with inspiration to combine the two, and over the next four decades, he forged a distinctive style
that came to be known as nuevo tango. Most of Piazzolla’s works—some 750 pieces
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I am the black one, and I offer my sweat…” the main section moves to a more frantic
celebration of candombe rhythm, before closing with a final recitative.
—J. Michael Allsen ©2019

(

in all—were originally performed by his own group, but nearly all of his works exist in
multiple versions: his music seems to be endlessly adaptable to varied ensembles and
in the versions for solo piano heard here.
Piazzolla wrote Balada para una Loco (Ballad for a Fool) in 1969, with his most
important lyricist Horacio Ferrer. It has the distinction of being the very last tango
song to top the pop charts in Argentina. Its tone is disturbing—this was a piece written as the country was descending into a long dark night of military dictatorship and
political recession that reached its peak in the “Guerra Sucia” (Dirty War) of the late
1970s, during which thousands of Argentine citizens were imprisoned, tortured, and
“disappeared.” Ferrer’s preface to the song describes meeting the Fool on the streets
of Buenos Aires, “a cross between the last ragman and the first stowaway on a voyage to Venus.” In the course of the song Ferrer’s narrator gradually finds it easier to
enter into the Fool’s madness than to deal with reality. Oblivion, written in 1982, is
one of Piazzolla’s most popular tangos, and one of his most traditional. No words are
necessary in this purely instrumental work to express the customary heartbreak of a
tango lyric: it is all there in the right hand melody, played above a simple arpeggiation.
There is only a slight lightening of the mood in the middle section, and the piece ends
tragically.
Two non-tango works close the disc. The zamba (not to be confused with the
Afro-Brazilian samba) is a graceful couples’ dance widespread in Argentina. Originating
in the Creole population of the Andes, the zamba, like many Latin American forms,
combines triple and duple meters in a gentle alternation. Piazzolla’s La Partida (The
Parting) first appeared as a tango in a 1957 film score, but was later transformed
as a zamba song with lyrics of wistful longing by Eduardo Parula. Yo soy el Negro
(I am the Black Man) was recorded in 1957 in Uruguay. This dramatic song, with
lyrics by Carlos Gorostiza, is in candombe form, a rich Afro-Uruguayan tradition that
has its roots in African drum ensemble music. Gorostiza’s emotional text is reflected
in the structure of the music: beginning with a kind of recitative on the hardships of
being black in this society: “I come from Africa, with my song and my color. Friends:

The Performer

Argentinian pianist Rosa Antonelli, a Steinway Artist since 1998, is one of today’s
leading performers and a champion of classical Latin-American and Spanish music.
She has toured extensively, with more than 1,000 concerts in Europe, Africa, Asia,
Latin America and North America, and she has dedicated the last ten years to performing and recording the works of composers that include Argentinian masters Piazzolla,
Ugarte, Gianneo and Guastavino, among others, to audiences all over the world. “Antonelli’s inward poetry forced me to rehear, and revalue Piazzolla’s Tangos, which she
infused with an eloquence and inner communication…” (Harris Goldsmith, New York
Concert Review.)
Ms. Antonelli performed the World Premier of Astor Piazzolla’s Two Tangos in
her sold out recital at Carnegie Hall’s Stern Auditorium Perelman Stage in 2011. Joe
Franklin called that performance “Riveting,” and he stated “…incomparable Horowitz
and Rosa Antonelli, is the closest I’ve seen to that master… Ms. Antonelli’s artistry on
stage was absolutely stunning; the musical poetry mesmerizing.” Rosa also gave the
New York premiere of the Champagne Waltz by Albeniz, and the Three Argentinian
Dances by Luis Gianneo in her last appearance at the same stage of Carnegie Hall, on
October, 2014. Her performances consistently garner rave reviews.
Ms. Antonelli has appeared at concert venues around the world including Carnegie Hall and Lincoln Center in New York, Milan’s Palazzo Visconti, Grenoble Auditorium in Naples, Augustinum Theater of Bonn, Madrid’s Ateneo Theater, The Ostrowski
Palace in Warsaw, Atrium Theater in Prague, Center Hall of the Glinka Museum in
Moscow, Bösendorfer Hall in Vienna, Cairo Opera House in Egypt, Casa de España
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in Utrecht, Maria Callas Hall in Athens, Cristofori Hall in Amsterdam, Colón Theater
of Buenos Aires, Bogota’s Teatro Colón, Palacio de Bellas Artes in Mexico City, and
Fastlich Auditorium in Tel Aviv. Her concerts have been broadcast on television and
radio stations internationally.
In addition to performing at the Aspen Music Festival, Ms. Antonelli was awarded
a scholarship with Alfonso Montecino, a disciple of Claudio Arrau, and also another
scholarship to study with Daisy de Luca, a disciple of Magda Tagliaferro, in addition to
other notable professors.
Ms. Antonelli has presented lectures and seminars on piano technique and interpretation in many countries. In 2006, the Unites States honored Ms. Antonelli by
granting her American citizenship because of her government status as “An Artist of
Extraordinary Ability.”
Rosa Antonelli’s discography includes many recordings and her most successful
CDs to date are Esperanza- Sounds of Hope, Remembranza - Remembrance of Latin
Sounds, and Abrazando – Latin Embrace, all of them on the Albany Records label.
“She has a natural flair for these pieces, the exotic sounds, and the natural rhythm of
the dances…Antonelli at her best.” (Fanfare Magazine). Her book Piano: The Spirit of
Technique and Interpretation was published in the United States in 2013.
Ms. Antonelli has donated her services to many worthy causes including
“Action Against Hunger”; the “Millennium Tree of Nations” benefit to support the
United Nations’ Woman’s Guild Children’s Fund, and UNICEF. Rosa Antonelli was
honored when April 23, 2014 was declared to be Rosa Antonelli Day in Queens,
New York, in admiration and appreciation of Ms. Antonelli’s ability to inspire people through music. More information can be found at: www.rosaantonelli.com |
www.youtube.com/rosaantonelli.
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